
  

  

Cranes Employer Attestation Level 4 

New Zealand Certificate in Cranes (Level 4) with strands in Advanced Dogman, Crawler Crane, Mini 
Crane, Mobile Crane, Non-Slewing Articulated Crane, and Tower Crane [Ref: 3731-1]. 
 

Employer to complete 

Employer name  

Email  

Company  

Employee name:       NSN (if known):       

  

I can confirm that the above-mentioned employee has demonstrated competence while in 
my employment in the below mentioned outcomes: 

Initial 

Core  

Take responsibility for sole charge jobs, and interpret and utilise documentation to support 
organisational compliance, and health and safety objectives. 

 

Plan and document lifts of regular and irregular loads, using knowledge of cranes and 
equipment, hazards, and risk mitigation practices in the cranes industry. 

 

Apply knowledge of the Cranes Safety Manual to carry out pre-start and post checks of cranes 

or lifting equipment. 
 

Advanced Dogman Strand 

Calculate weights, centres of gravity, lifting points and equalizing methods, and use results to 
sling irregular loads using the appropriate lifting equipment. Apply knowledge of slinging 
methods to plan complex lifts. 

 

Crawler Crane Strand 

Prepare for moving or tracking, configure, and position a crawler crane to operate within safe 
tolerances, stability requirements, and permits. 

Operate a crawler crane including lifting and placing regular and irregular loads, stationary and 
tracking within crane limits and in accordance with rating charts. 

 

Mini Crane Strand  

Prepare for transport and position a mini crane to operate within safe tolerances and stability. 

Operate a mini crane with a hydraulic boom including lifting and placing regular and irregular 

loads, stationary and tracking within crane limits and in accordance with rating charts 

requirements. 

 

 



  

  

I can confirm that the above-mentioned employee has demonstrated competence 
while in my employment in the below mentioned outcomes: 

Initial 

Mobile Crane Strand 

Mobilise and demobilise, configure and position a mobile crane on or off outriggers to operate 
within safe tolerances and permits. Operate a mobile crane including lifting and placing regular 
and irregular loads in accordance with rating charts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Non-Slewing Articulated Crane Strand 

Prepare for travel, configure, and position a non-slewing crane to operate within safe 
tolerances and travel plan. Operate a non-slewing articulated crane including picking and 
carrying regular and irregular loads in accordance with rating charts 

 

Tower Crane Strand 

Access and egress a tower crane cab and place a tower crane into and out-of-service within risk 
mitigation strategies for the workplace and operating environment. Operate a tower crane 
including lifting and placing regular and irregular loads in accordance with rating charts, 
communicating with a dogman at a distance. 

 

 

Employer comments compulsory 

1. How many years or months has the employee worked for you? 

 

 

2. How many years or months has the employee worked with you in the chosen strand or strands? 

 

 

 

3. Did the employee work in the chosen strand or strands prior to working for you?  
If so, please list experience you know they had. 

 

 

 

 

 

Employer sign  Date  

Trainee sign  Date  

 


